
 

 

National Sport Committee Minutes 

Date: 
 
6 August 2013; 8pm 

Venue: 
 
Teleconference 

In attendance: 
 
Matt Sutton (MS)  Chair; Appointed 
Kurt Wilson (KW) Eastern Representative 
Jonelle Quane (KQ) Appointed 
Brad O’Leary (BO) Central Representative 
Joel Davies (JD)  Southern Representative 
Walter Maxwell (WM) Appointed 
Bradley Simpson (BS) Sport Manager, SLSNZ 
  

 

Apologies: 
 
Johnny Clough (JC); 

Joined apx 45mins in 
Northern Representative 

Warwick Bell Board liaison 
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Agenda items 

1. Welcome to new member 
Discussion  

 Walter Maxwell is attending his first meeting, after being appointed to a vacant ‘appointed’ 
position on Friday 2 August 2013. 

2. Confirmation of the minutes 
Discussion  

 Minutes from 25 June 2013 confirmed as true and accurate by MS. 
 

Resolution 

 BS to forward on to be uploaded to website 
 

3. Planning and prioritising work plan 
Background 
This document outlines the work to be completed by this group. It is a ‘living document’. 

 
Introduction 
Work plan was discussed, and aspect updated by respective members. 

 
Discussion  
The following subjects were discussed, and scope clarified: 

 Event Managers are confirmed for all events, except NI IRB Champs 

 NZ Pool Champs: A flat fee of $50 for this event was discussed. The pros (planning for 
clubs, fundraising submissions, currently done in Regions) were decided to outweigh the 
negatives (possible no-shows at events and subsequent timetable logistics). Future 
exploring of penalties could be explored based on this year’s event.  

 NZ SLS Champs: a flat fee is preferable logistically, but we recognise some will be 
disadvantaged. Further research should go into this to see what the change will mean for 
clubs. The big groups that may be disadvantaged would appear to be the Boaties and the 
Beachies.  

 Oceans: The grandstand will not be included; this is unfortunate, but a necessary reality 
given the financial situation we are in. The fee will be $70/athlete. 

 The discussion document for the NZ Provincial Surf Challenge will be circulated to LSC 
shortly (via Regional Programs and Services Managers). The drop-dead date is set for 24 
August; if no decision has been made by then, the decision will be to not hold the event this 
season 

 A group of people can be identified to generate ideas for the Ironman/Ironwomen series 

 Strategy documents, polices and reports have been circulated to the group. No feedback 
was offered on modifications to these.  

 KW reported on SLSA safety committee progress: They are running a trial in October which 
will likely result is recommended equipment to use, and when. 

 The circulated 30-day residency rule document was discussed, and endorsed to progress 
with the re-instatement of the previous rule, and subsequent communication to members. 

 The SLSNZ policies have been circulated to all members for review 

 To ensure the South Island subsidy does not become a large expense, it was proposed the 
amount in the budget for this year is capped, to ensure SLSNZ does not have to face a 
large unexpected expense should a large number of South Island athletes attend. It was 



 

 

deemed appropriate by all that the total amount is capped at the current budget level, and 
divided amongst all athletes if exceeded.  

 Safety vests were discussed. 
 

Resolution 

 BS to progress event entry memo for NZ Pool Champs based on flat fee of $50 

 BS to research what flat fee change for (Sand) Nationals would mean for a few clubs and 
circulate them based on last year’s Nationals 

 JD to seek feedback from SBAC on flat fee for Nationals 

 Regional Reps to consult with LSC and other stakeholders for feedback on flat fee for 
Nationals 

 MS to suggest a group of people to develop new Ironman/Ironwomen series 

 BS to work towards re-instatement of 30-day rule, and announce to membership 

 South Island subsidy for Nationals to be spread amount members from South Island, not a 
limitless amount. Proposed: cap of $100 per athlete, up to $25,000 total expenses to 
SLSNZ. JQ and JD to communicate to LSC. BS to communicate to wider membership.  

 Members to report directly to BS regarding their allocated SLSNZ policies by 20 August.  

 BS to collate policy responses from NSC members and discuss at next meeting 

 BS to circulate memo sent today regarding vests.  
 

 

4. IRB Sport Advisory Group (IRB: SAG)  
Background 
This is a non-permanent sub-committee of the NSC.  

 
Introduction 
This group have met and endorsed changes to IRB Sport.  

 
Discussion  

 The suggested endorsements of the IRB:SAG were discussed, and endorsed by the NSC.  

 The selection of the group and term were discussed. No changes were suggested.  
 

Resolution 

 BS to communicate endorsed changes to membership: (1) discontinue the series; and (2) 
discontinue SI subsidy for attending NI Champs  

 BS to confirm Event budgets to respective event managers of NI and SI Champs 
 

 

5. Surf Boat Advisory Committee (SBAC)  
Background 
This is a non-permanent sub-committee of the NSC.  

 
Introduction 
This group has met and discussed Boat sport issues. They have suggested the endorsement of a 
change to the age group in Boats.  

 
Discussion  



 

 

 The change to female age groups would ensure they match International practice, and are 
the same between genders.  

 The selection of the group and term were discussed and deemed appropriate. 
 

Resolution 

 BS to check with Mark Weatherall (ILS representative) as whether in fact this does line up 
internationally. 

 If it does, BS communicate changes to membership and make necessary changes to event 
planning: Female will include U19, U23, and Open.  
 

 

6. HP Update  
Background 
The HP Team competes in a biennial World Championships (‘Rescue’). The next World 
Championships are in France in September 2014.  

 
Introduction 
Planning is well underway for two upcoming International Events. 

 
Discussion  

 The Open and U20 team are preparing for the International Surf Rescue Challenge in 
Japan on 19, 21, 22 September. The event is taking place approximately 1 hour east of 
Tokyo.  

 Preparation is underway for a small team to compete at the German Cup in Warendorf 21-
24 November 2013.   

7. National Awards of Excellence 
Introduction 
The annual event is scheduled to take place at the AGM in Wellington on 21 September 2013.  
The group decides on the winners for three categories. 

 
Discussion  
The categories are: 

 DHL Official of the Year 

 DHL Surf Coach of the Year 

 International Sports Performance of the Year 
 
There was discussion around: 

 The ISPY has no specific criteria or regional nominations.  

 The current coach criteria stipulates: “SLSNZ reserves the right to overrule the criteria in 
the case of an exceptional performance at a national and International level. E.g. if the 
national coaches win the world title or a boat coach, coaches a crew to all national titles 
and international success”. Accordingly, National coaches should be considered.  

 



 

 

Resolution 

 Members to nominate performances to BS regarding ISPY. 

 Members to nominate any coaches that should be included for consideration against the 
regional coach winners. 

 BS to circulate matrix for coach and official nominations once regions have submitted them 
to him.  

 Members are to return the completed nominations before 19 August 
 

 

8. Process for future event change 
Background 
The run-swim-run has been previously endorsed by the NSC to be added to the national Program. 
It was suggested at that time that the group discussed a process for the future change, to ensure a 
long-term approach is taken to the event schedule.  

 
Introduction 
Changes to events should not happen in a ‘knee-jerk’ fashion, and should be a result of evidence 
following the event taking place.  
 
Discussion  
Discussion points included: 

 Members should have the opportunity to give feedback to NSC. This is the case currently, 
where they can take issues/suggestions to their LSC first.  

 

Resolution 

 BS to ensure an agenda item is part of the face-to-face meeting in May, as this is the ideal 
time.  

 Ideal process for a member with an idea is to communicate it to their LSC to discuss, and 
any suggestion(s) then come to NSC, only if appropriate. If any members bring suggestions 
to a NSC member, this is the route they should be encouraged to complete.  

 BS to submit ‘call for event changes’ post National events in April to LSCs 
 

 

Meeting Close 
9.35pm 

Next Meeting 
10 September 2013, 8pm. 

 
Meeting endorsed as a true and accurate record: 
 
 
 
 
    / /  
Chair   Date 
 


